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HEADSETS
HDS-EM   
High Performance Racing Style Dual Earmuff Headset

Replaceable Radio
Interface Cable

sold separately - page 50

Carbon Fiber Fnish
HDS-EMC

MODEL # DESCRIPTION PRICE 
(less cable)

HDS-EMB Dual Earmuff with boom 
mic in flat black $229 + Cable

HDS-EMC Dual Earmuff with boom 
mic in carbon fiber finish $229 + Cable

 OPTIONAL
Noise Canceling

Dynamic Mic
P-EM-DMIC  $25.00

The HDS-EM is a professional grade dual-muff headset perfect for racing intercom, avionics, 
and industrial use. The rubber-covered, behind-the-head band and adjustable Velcro® head 
strap are comfortable and keep the headset in place. Receive audio is heard over loud, dual-
muff earphones, and the noise canceling dynamic boom microphone ensures clear audio on 
transmit. The HDS-EM is lightweight, comfortable and easy to adjust to fit any user.

NRR 23dB  ANSI S3.19–1974
FEATURES
• Dual muff style headset with adjustable behind-the-head 
   stainless steel band and over-the-head adjustable Velcro® strap
• Lightweight, comfortable, and easy to adjust
• Super comfortable foam ear pads or optional GEL filled ear pads
• Racing style upper boom and flexible lower boom
• Tactile PTT button mounted in the left earphone
• Easy to replace microphone - upgrade to Dynamic or Active NC types
• 3.5mm audio input jack allows a second audio device (such as
   a scanner or MP3 player) to be heard over the earphones
• Removable and replaceable radio interface cable
• Available in flat black or carbon-fiber finishes

See pages 40-41

Tactile Push-to-Talk Button

Behind-the-Head 
Stainless Steel Band

Comfortable Foam 
Ear Pads or Optional 

Gel Earpads (see below)

Over-the-Head
Adjustable 

Velcro® Strap

Listen Only Jack allows the user to 
listen to a scanner or MP3 player while 
still monitoring radio transmissions

REPLACEMENT PARTS
P-EM-EMIC Standard Electret Mic Included

P-EM-DMIC Dynamic Microphone $25
P-EM-CLOTHC Soft Cloth Earpad Covers - pair $5/pair
P-EM-FOAMPADS Replacement Foam Filled Earpads - pair $10/pair
P-EM-GELPADS Replacement Gel-Filled Earpads - pair $45/pair
P-EM-HYGCOVERS Replacement DISPOSABLE Earpad Covers - pair $2/pair
P-EM-MSOCK Replacement Mic Wind Sock and Band $2

MSRP $229 + cable
Depending on connector; see page 50




